
 

The Royal National Ballet  

presents a spectacular dance show with 

demonstration of amazing technology.  

Caucasian rhythms, dynamic  

honed movements,  

temperamental performance –  

reflects in the full sense  

of the name program  

«Fire of Georgia»  

Exclusive dance numbers with daggers and sabers will be  

an unforgettable spectacle for every viewer. 

 

Workshop staging and colorful costumes will help to go on  

an unforgettable journey for centuries of Georgia. 

 

Royal National Ballet of Georgia under the direction of  

Gela Potskhishvili and Maia Kiknadze 

have been performing on stage for over 30 years. 

 



Over 40 million people in 80 countries applauded  

the dancers spectators magnificent technique, inimitable artistry, 

boldness and rampant expression, characteristic only of Georgian dances. 

 

New choreography program 

«Fire of Georgia» 

- colorful lyrical show, 

allowing you to touch the original Georgian culture and dive 

into the enchanting world of dance. 

 

A feature of the program is that with a fundamentally new approach  

was applied to its preparation: 

«Fire of Georgia»  
is not a selection of individual dance numbers, but a whole performance, 

combined general idea and storyline. 

 



All this, combined with beautiful costumes 

and grand scenery, attracts the viewer's attention and does not allow take a 

breath and take your eyes off the action taking place on the stage. 

 

The Royal National Ballet of Georgia is in a constant process of gathering 

study and development of national dances in the modern direction, creating 

New choreographic miniatures, novels and presentations illustrating 

past and present of the Georgian people. 

 

Duration: 1 hour 40 minutes. 

Artistic leaders: Gela Potskhishvili and Maia Kiknadze. 

Choreographer: Gela Potskhishvili. 

 

 

International & EU Booking :  info@julia-entertainment.com 
Teatro sul Lago & APM Entertainment Agency  

Worldwide /P.O.Box 4415 - 6904 Lugano – Switzerland 
CH: +41 78 707 74 88/  I: +39 348 712 01 49/ RU: +7 926 735 24 40 

www.julia-entertainment.com  
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